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About this Report
Information Services Group, Inc. is solely responsible for the content of this report.

ISG Provider Lens™ delivers leading-edge and actionable research studies, reports
and consulting services focused on technology and service providers’ strength and

Unless otherwise cited, all content, including illustrations, research, conclusions,

weaknesses and how they are positioned relative to their peers in the market. These

assertions and positions contained in this report were developed by and are the sole

reports provide influential insights accessed by our large pool of advisors who are

property of Information Services Group, Inc.

actively advising outsourcing deals as well as large numbers of ISG enterprise clients
who are potential outsourcers.

The research and analysis presented in this report includes research from the ISG
Provider Lens™ program, ongoing ISG Research programs, interviews with ISG advisors,

For more information about our studies, please email ISGLens@isg-one.com,

briefings with services providers and analysis of publicly available market information

call +49 (0) 561-50697524, or visit ISG Provider Lens™ under ISG Provider Lens™.

from multiple sources. The data collected for this report represents information that
was current as of 30, June 2018. ISG recognizes that many mergers and acquisitions
have taken place since that time but those changes are not reflected in this report.
The lead author for this report is Manali De Bhaumik. The editors is Jim Routzong, Mike
Harmon and Jan Erik. The Data Analyst is Vijayakumar Goud.

ISG Research™ provides subscription research, advisory consulting and executive
event services focused on market trends and disruptive technologies driving change
in business computing. ISG Research™ delivers guidance that helps businesses
accelerate growth and create more value.
For more information about ISG Research™ subscriptions, please email
contact@isg-one.com, call +49 (0) 561-50697524 or visit research.isg-one.com.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Engineering Services is a traditional market that is seeing a lot of transition; major shifts

The study assesses the strength of the portfolios and market competitiveness of the

are happening in this space. In recent years digitalization has changed the way engineering

providers acting in these segments.

services are conducted and delivered, because engineering includes more and more digital
elements. Because ISG Research is focusing in general on areas with a high share of digital

The research targets those engineering services in which the related digital components

elements, this is the first time this study is being conducted.

(software, data capturing, process control, analytics, etc.) are a substantial part of the
engineering object.

As this is a rather new area, there is no well-established structure of classification for
this type of service. The segmentation used in this study is mainly oriented toward a

Service providers are trying to address every function in play and focus on the digital

combination of industries with similar functional aspects, e.g., the automotive industry

elements of engineering services — from concept development, physical product

combined with the functional aspects of manufacturing/plant engineering. Furthermore,

development and optimization of industrial design and operations, to software product

this first edition starts with focusing on a number of selected segments that appear to

and application software development.

be most affected by digitalization. Due to the rapid development of the markets, future
editions of this study likely will consider other segments and make more additions to the

Transforming from a traditional to an agile business environment is key. Technology

existing ones. The industries being considered in this study are the following:

changes, along with newer business models, have forced clients and service providers
alike to pursue greater agility. M&As and partnerships along the value chain have been

 Automotive

vital for providers to be able to offer end-to-end solutions to clients.

 Chemicals and Oil & Gas
 Life Sciences and Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
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The production process development discipline is being rewritten with technological

specialists in emerging technology areas are helping drive new-age solutions. Industry-

innovation, notably with more sensors and computing capability being infused into

specific knowledge and skills have been important in addressing the problems in different

modern products.

verticals. With increases in R&D spending, investments in emerging technologies and
academic associations, engineering service providers are keeping abreast of the industry

Manufacturing and plant/process engineering services are becoming more connected

changes and partnering with clients to address any transformation problems at every step.

and intelligent as shop floor processes are optimized with the pursuit of IoT and Industry
4.0 applications.

Business and revenue models have kept pace with changes in the market landscape
and digital transformations. Traditionally in the engineering services market, time and

The engineering ecosystem is increasingly inclined toward software development and

materials (T&M) and fixed-price/project-based models have been popular with both

services. IoT software applications for connectivity, mobility, predictive maintenance,

providers and clients. But now with client requirements and delivery models changing,

operational technology (OT), data analytics and digital supply chain are transforming

managed services, risk-reward and outcome-based models are gaining popularity.

software rules. IT-OT integration is becoming increasingly important for better business

Outcome-based models are becoming important as a result of IoT gaining popularity and

and technology synergies.

more enterprises shifting to a connected ecosystem. Many such enterprises are eager to
pay for a product or service and move responsibility for operations and maintenance to

Technology investments in augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR), robotics, automation,

the provider. This model can be of mutual interest to the client and the provider and

additive manufacturing, 3D printing, software-defined networks (SDN), network function

helps them gain confidence in each other. More providers are adopting this model,

virtualization (NFV) and IoT have been on the rise and are transforming enterprises. This

thereby gaining customer faith and improving relationships. Customers also are able

transformation is affecting both providers and clients and is helping them collaborate

to relate and understand changes in their processes and build on them for more

and achieve better business outcomes. Up-skilling the existing workforce and employing

transformational engagements.
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Automotive
The automotive vertical has many software and technology-driven implementation

Other factors are also influencing the automotive value chain. As cars become more

developments. From product to process to marketing strategy to consumer

connected, digital security is threatened and more security features are being tested

connection, engineering service providers are reaching out to original equipment

and used to protect data and vehicle systems. More stringent regulations are being

manufacturers (OEMs) and other automotive clients with different ways to optimize

imposed for CO2 emissions and pollution control. Optimizing manufacturing processes

business and gain momentum in the market. Changes in revenue and business models

and achieving reduced time to market with better safety features are some current

are arising in the market, along with new demands and expectations from both

key focus areas for automotive players. All these changing technologies and business

manufacturers and the consumers.

requirements make it important for every company in the market to have skilled workers
and specialists who can adapt to the changes. To achieve desired business outcomes,

Major challenges that providers are facing include revolution in the autonomous vehicle

companies are adopting strategies to develop the right competencies and address change.

and the connected car ecosystem markets. Cars increasingly are part of a connected

As a result, training the existing workforce and increasing R&D spending are now part of

system, where each new car may be connecting via internet in the coming three to five

business plans.

years. Service providers are investing in autonomous cars and using the most advanced
technological features to make them better-suited to user needs. Digital transformation

Analytics, mobility and IoT are strong technology influences in this vertical. With more

is driving each business, and connected ecosystems are creating new business

being connected in cars, there are opportunities to improve customer interaction, reduce

opportunities. Technologies like IoT are changing business models by making changes to

insurance costs and increase safety. Companies are pursuing these opportunities by

products and production systems.

developing different mobile applications, connecting to the cloud, supporting more useradaptive applications and integrating their devices with different third-party apps.
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Chemical, Oil & Gas

CPG and Life Sciences

The chemicals and oil & gas industries are transitioning, and their current need is

Today’s connected customers are continuously asking for more, and the challenge

to optimize efficiency and cut costs. Countering the challenges of maintaining old

for consumer goods companies is to meet those expectations and improve business

machines against introducing new-age technologies has been challenging. In this sector,

efficiencies. CPG businesses are exposed to many changes and need to satisfy local

transformation involves reducing waste, retrofitting to produce and measure outcomes

regulations and local market demands. Some of the main issues CPG companies need to

better and reducing manufacturing and plant costs. Addressing environmental and

address at present include safety, digital supply chain transformation, cost-based business

safety hazards is becoming increasingly important because of strong regulations being

model creation, cost reduction and alignment with compliance requirements. Optimizing

implemented across the globe. Industrial IoT (IIoT) is the application of IoT capabilities in

productivity and collaborating with suppliers and other parties in the value chain are

industrial, manufacturing and agricultural environments. Combining connectivity, sensing

important touchpoints for CPG businesses. Breaking silos and finding solutions that help

capabilities and advanced analytics enables manufacturers to evolve their legacy plant

companies address their needs and work more collaboratively are key. Businesses are

floor control systems and integrate enterprise-wide systems to increase value across their

putting strong focus on innovation and reducing cost through higher efficiencies, and

manufacturing operations. Analytics and visualization are helping businesses to prepare

service providers are trying to work in those areas.

for the future and understand cost pressure and production utilization parameters.
Change in oil prices and the shift in energy demand from traditional coal markets to

Some of the major challenges imposed on today’s life sciences segment include cost

natural gas are changing energy consumption patterns.

and reimbursement changes, regulatory and compliance changes, better-connected
ecosystems for patients and caregivers, and other innovation across the segment.

The competitive landscape has been changing, and the pressure to improve efficiency,

Organizations are moving toward digital initiatives to reshape their processes and

reduce costs, change processes and adapt technology to improve value have been driving

workforce. Supply chain solutions need to align with other changes in the vertical. For

the market. There are more service offerings across the value chain, so selecting the

example, security vulnerabilities need to be identified, and traceability systems can

right partner is key for clients. Understanding and addressing domain-specific challenges

continue to improve to ensure product integrity and quality and to avoid data loss.

has been an important focus for service providers. Automation and digitalization have
been driving business, especially for improving asset performance and planning plant
maintenance and reliability.
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Domain-specific knowledge and expertise to address industry problems are important.
Clients consider it essential to have an experienced provider. For pharmaceutical and
medical product manufacturers, effecting change in manufacturing execution systems
(MES), product lifecycle management (PLM) and other manufacturing systems requires
providers with industry- and project-specific knowledge to improve processes with
upgraded technology.
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Introduction
Definitions & Scope
Simplified illustration

Digital Engineering Services & Solutions includes digital engineering methods
and systems. Digital engineering optimizes product design, production planning,

Engineering Services

production systems, distribution and supply chain, in the areas of time, cost, quality and
innovation. Since ISG Research is focusing in general on areas with a high concentration
of digital elements, this study focuses on the digital elements of engineering services:

Chemicals and Oil & Gas -

Life Sciences & CPG -

Manufacturing and Plant/

Manufacturing &

Process Engineering

Plant/Process Engineering

Chemicals and Oil & Gas -

Life Sciences & CPG –

Automotive - Software/Digital and

Software/Digital and

Software / Digital &

Platform Engineering

Platform Engineering

Platform Engineering

Automotive - Product Engineering
Automotive - Manufacturing and
Plant/Process Engineering

Source: ISG 2018
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Definition (cont.)
 Product Engineering Services (PES): As more industrial products transition from

 Software/Digital/Platform Engineering Services: Most of the world’s innovators are in the

hardware-driven to a software-driven electronic device, the industry’s competitive

midst of a transformational journey, and engineering is increasingly shifting toward developing

rules are being rewritten. More electronic sensors and computing capability are

software and services. ISG’s study of software, digital and platform engineering services

being incorporated into modern products. According to this study, ISG’s product

includes software product development and all related application software development,

engineering services coverage focuses on physical product or product subsection

independent of hardware. It includes IoT software applications, such as connectivity, mobility,

development using capabilities that include embedded electronics, semiconductor

predictive maintenance, operational technology (OT) data analytics (OT data refers to data

and hardware engineering, embedded systems software, verification and validation

pertaining to sensors, machines, location, etc.) and digital supply chain. It also covers work

(V&V), IoT-related services and overall product- and systems-level engineering, such

related to engineering platforms, such as IoT, PLM, MES and other industrial systems. Enter-

as model-based system engineering (MBSE) requirements and more.

prise resource planning (ERP) platforms are out of scope.

 Manufacturing and Plant/Process Engineering Services: Digital transformation

Our research studies are intended to anticipate the investigation efforts and buying decisions of

is affecting manufacturing by making the shop-floor processes more intelligent.

typical enterprise clients. When contemplating a significant strategy transformation, implementing

Manufacturers are focusing on enabling their production operations to respond

agile practices or incorporating automation into their environment, enterprise clients will benefit

agilely and flexibly to customer demands, supplier relationships and competitors

from a study that examines an entire ecosystem for the service line being examined. Whether

as they transition to interconnected manufacturing. According to this study, ISG’s

that service line is application development and maintenance (ADM), workplace services, contact

manufacturing and plant/process engineering coverage focuses on planning,

center services or data center, IoT or engineering services, each of these focus areas is typically

designing, modifying, optimizing and maintaining plant or manufacturing systems

made up of consulting and advisory services and system integration, development and support.

and equipment. It examines IIoT and Industry 4.0 applications, such as connected

Therefore, ISG studies will comprise analyses of multiple quadrants, which cover the variety of

factory, digital asset management, predictive maintenance, 3D printing, robotics and

services that an enterprise client requires.

other automation.
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Definition (cont.)
This study about engineering services includes seven quadrants that represent cross

ES in process industry is helping the next wave of leaders in process industry manufacturing to

functional and vertical industry aspects of engineering services. The quadrants are:

increase their engineering quality and performance while optimizing costs and meeting stringent

Automotive – Product Engineering; Automotive – Manufacturing and Plant/Process

compliance, safety and security standards. At the same time, it implements tailored Industry 4.0,

Engineering; Automotive – Software/Digital and Platform Engineering; Chemicals and

IoT and analytics services and solutions to transform data into new revenue streams and boost

Oil & Gas – Manufacturing and Plant/Process Engineering; Chemicals and Oil & Gas –

performance, all the while trying to evolve cybersecurity and catch up on the openness of systems

Software/Digital and Platform Engineering; Life Sciences & CPG – Manufacturing

and traditional firewalls in manufacturing. ES providers are partnering with process industry

and Plant/Process Engineering; and Life Sciences & CPG – Software/Digital and

manufacturers to achieve this. Specifically, in the chemicals and oil & gas business, manufacturing

Platform Engineering.

excellence is important to achieve cost competitiveness.

The quadrants are defined below.

Security is more exposed today and is at higher risk then it has ever been in manufacturing and
product development due to digital transformation and integration across the supply chain.

Automotive engineering services provide automotive industry companies with new

Security is a major issue across all of ES today. Digital transformation is exposing significant gaps

ways to reinvent their roles. Many services focus on core activities and on helping

in traditional security, along with exposures that the industry is attempting to address as digital

clients create more efficient ecosystems with strategic partners. The automotive

evolution continues to evolve.

industry is facing a transformational shift. Innovation-related challenges are reshaping
its traditional industry structures and relationships by threatening the existing

Engineering service providers are partnering with process industry manufacturers to achieve this.

distribution of profits and the boundaries between OEMs and Tier 1 or Tier 2 suppliers
and those between automotive and tech companies.

In the life sciences and CPG verticals, regulatory considerations are important at present,
especially Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) requirements for pharmaceutical makers.
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Provider Classifications
The ISG Provider Lens™ quadrants were created using an evaluation matrix containing
four segments, where the providers are positioned accordingly.

Leader

Product
Challenger

Market
Challenger

Contender

The “leaders” among the vendors/

The “product challengers” offer a

“Market challengers” are also

“Contenders” are still lacking mature

providers have a highly attractive

product and service portfolio that

very competitive, but there is still

products and services or sufficient

product and service offering and a

provides an above-average cover-

significant portfolio potential and

depth and breadth of their offering,

very strong market and competitive

age of corporate requirements, but

they clearly lag behind the “leaders”.

while also showing some strengths

position; they fulfill all requirements

are not able to provide the same

Often, the market challengers

and improvement potentials in their

for successful market cultivation.

resources and strengths as the

are established vendors that

market cultivation efforts. These

They can be regarded as opinion

leaders regarding the individual

are somewhat slow to address

vendors are often generalists or

leaders, providing strategic

market cultivation categories. Often,

new trends, due to their size and

niche players.

impulses to the market. They also

this is due to the respective vendor’s

company structure, and have

ensure innovative strength

size or their weak footprint within

therefore still some potential to

and stability.

the respective target segment.

optimize their portfolio and increase
their attractiveness.
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Provider Classifications (cont.)
Each ISG Provider Lens™ quadrant may include a service provider(s) who ISG believes has
a strong potential to move into the leader’s quadrant.

Rising Star

Not In

Rising Stars are mostly product challengers with high future potential.

This service provider or vendor was not included in this

When receiving the “Rising Star” award, such companies have a promis-

quadrant as ISG could not obtain enough information to

ing portfolio, including the required roadmap and an adequate focus on

position them. This omission does not imply that the

key market trends and customer requirements. Also, the “Rising Star” has

service provider or vendor does not provide this service.

an excellent management and understanding of the local market. This
award is only given to vendors or service providers that have made extreme progress towards their goals within the last 12 months and are on
a good way to reach the leader quadrant within the next 12-24 months,
due to their above-average impact and innovative strength.
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Engineering Services Cross-Quadrant Provider Listing 1 of 2
Automotive – Product
Engineering

Altran

Automotive –
Manufacturing and
Plant/Process
Engineering

Automotive –
Software/Digital and
Platform Engineering

Chemicals and Oil &
Gas – Manufacturing
and Plant/Process
Engineering

Chemicals and Oil
& Gas – Software/
Digital and Platform
Engineering

Lifesciences & CPG Manufacturing and
Plant/Process
Engineering

Lifesciences & CPG Software/Digital and
Platform Engineering

4 Product Challenger

4 Rising Star

4 Rising Star

4 Product Challenger

4 Rising Star

4 Product Challenger

4 Product Challenger

Atos

4 Contender

4 Contender

4 Product Challenger

4 Product Challenger

4 Product Challenger

4 Product Challenger

4 Product Challenger

Capgemini

4 Rising Star

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Product Challenger

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Product Challenger

4 Contender

4 Leader

4 Not In

4 Not In

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Contender

4 Contender

4 Product Challenger

4 Not In

4 Product Challenger

4 Not In

4 Product Challenger

4 Leader

4 Market Challenger

4 Leader

4 Not In

4 Product Challenger

4 Not In

4 Leader

4 Rising Star

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Not In

4 Not In

4 Not In

4 Contender

4 Contender

4 Contender

4 Contender

Cognizant
EPAM
HCL
Infosys
Innominds
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Engineering Services Cross-Quadrant Provider Listing 2 of 2
Automotive – Product
Engineering

Automotive –
Manufacturing and
Plant/Process
Engineering

Automotive –
Software/Digital and
Platform Engineering

Chemicals and Oil &
Gas – Manufacturing
and Plant/Process
Engineering

Chemicals and Oil
& Gas – Software/
Digital and Platform
Engineering

Lifesciences & CPG Manufacturing and
Plant/Process
Engineering

Lifesciences & CPG Software/Digital and
Platform Engineering

KPIT

4 Leader

4 Contender

4 Product Challenger

4 Not In

4 Not In

4 Not In

4 Not In

L&T TS

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Rising Star

Luxoft

4 Product Challenger

4 Contender

4 Product Challenger

4 Not In

4 Not In

4 Not In

4 Not In

QuEST Global

4 Product Challenger

4 Rising Star

4 Product Challenger

4 Rising Star

4 Product Challenger

4 Product Challenger

4 Product Challenger

TCS

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Leader

Tech Mahindra

4 Leader

4 Market Challenger

4 Product Challenger

4 Leader

4 Product Challenger

4 Not In

4 Not In

Wipro

4 Leader

4 Leader

4 Market Challenger

4 Not In

4 Not In

4 Not In

4 Not In
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Chemicals & Oil & Gas - Software/Digital & Platform Engineering

SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE
NETWORKCHEMICALS
& OIL & GAS
- SOFTWARE/
ING
SUITES
DIGITAL & PLATFORM ENGINEERING
Definition
Software, digital and platform engineering services consist of
software product development and all related application software
development, independent of specific hardware. It also includes
IoT software applications for connectivity, mobility, predictive
maintenance, OT data analytics (OT data refers to data pertaining
to sensors, machines, locations and more), digital supply chain and
related areas, and engineering platform-related software work,
such as IoT, PLM, MES and other industrial systems. ERP platforms
are out of scope.
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Chemicals & Oil & Gas - Software/Digital & Platform Engineering

SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE
NETWORKING
CHEMICALS
& OIL & GAS
- SOFTWARE/
SUITES
DIGITAL & PLATFORM ENGINEERING
Observations
 TCS leads this segment. It has more than 200 domain-specific

 With services across the spectrum, from problem identification,

consultants plus services for R&D, engineering services, digital oil

feasibility studies, data gathering and input gathering to design and

field, health, safety and environment, plant automation, supply chain

delivery, L&T Technology Services has been serving clients across

management, retail automation, business intelligence, performance

the chemicals and oil & gas industries with optimization and

management and integrated refinery performance management.

digitalization projects.

 With strong delivery across mechatronics, software solutions in the

 Altran, the Rising Star, has industrial engineering, plant and operation

chemicals and oil & gas domain, Infosys also provides system-level

analytics, and product development and plant engineering services that

solutions and enables process optimization.

are helping clients in this industry with process digitalization.

 Extending services from data analytics, integration and managed
services, Capgemini continues to drive innovation with its
SAP-certified all-in-one solution for drilling, oilfield services and
midstream operations.
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L&T TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
Overview
L&T Technology Services offers strong end-to-end capabilities for product development, manufacturing and
plant engineering. A strong client base and numerous implementations have helped the company gain specific
knowledge in the oil & gas and chemicals industries. This makes it a viable option for clients that want a partner
that understands and addresses industry-specific needs.

Caution
L&T Technology Services has deep penetration in the oil & gas vertical and could
expand more in the chemicals industry. It could also use flexible revenue models to
offer customized solutions to clients.

Strengths
Quality, compliance and safety: L&T Technology Services has worked on safety and mobility projects to
ensure worker safety at production sites. It has achieved a 40 percent reduction in field safety hazard filings by
using design engineering and the IoT. The company is also helping clients with standardization and compliance
with common work practices and guidelines.
Technology applications with AR/VR, IoT & AI: L&T Technology Services has implemented applications and
solutions featuring AR/VR, AI and IoT technologies. It has used its own AI platform to improve client content
management and document retrieval. L&T Technology services has also developed augmented reality and virtual reality mobile application models for both Android and iOS devices. IoT has been used for remote machine
monitoring and to analyze corresponding data to improve monitoring and control.
Software apps and engineering: The company’s growing software portfolio includes apps to help clients
with process engineering, preventive analysis, asset tracking, remote monitoring, application development,
reporting, data monitoring and data migration. By combining applications with data analytics and engineering
services, L&T Technology Services can offer clients core process improvements and better business outcomes.

2019 ISG Provider Lens™ Leader
L&T Technology Services has been able to
successfully serve customers of different industries
and scale with its engineering offerings, industry
knowledge and flexible client relationships.
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METHODOLOGY
The ISG Provider Lens™ 2018 – Engineering Services research study analyses the
relevant software vendors and service providers in the USA market, based on a
multi-phased research and analysis process, and positions these providers based
on the ISG Research methodology.
The study was divided into the following steps:
1.

Definition of Engineering Services market

2.

Use of questionnaire-based surveys of service providers/vendor across all

5.

Detailed analysis & evaluation of services & service documentation based
on the facts & figures received from providers & other sources.

trend topics
3.

Interactive discussions with service providers/vendors on capabilities
& use cases

4.

Leverage ISG’s internal databases & advisor knowledge & experience (wherever
applicable)

6.

Use of the following key evaluation criteria:

−− Strategy & vision
−− Innovation
−− Brand awareness and presence in the market
−− Sales and partner landscape
−− Breadth and depth of portfolio of services offered
−− Technology advancements

18
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